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WHAT IS USER GENERATED CONTENT? 

 
We are facing a phenomenon that is shaping the economy of information1 by impacting some of 
the core models in society such as ownership, production and communication. The complex 
nature of this phenomenon makes it difficult to define its scope, and yet we are in urgent need to 
do so in order to concretely analyze its form and attempt to understand its ramifications. As a 
basic response we create buzz-words or neologisms because they imply something new. In fact, it 
is a somewhat common marketing strategy to use buzz-words to signal something new and 
increase the appeal of a good or service, for example, realtors re-name an area to attract new 
buyers. In the case of a new form of production that impacts the way we communicate in a mass 
scale, we need to address the question of law --how (and if) we regulate it-- so it becomes 
imperative that we build a common understanding of the phenomenon at stake.  
 
However, coming up with an appropriate term may not be an empirical process alone. New 
words develop, and sometimes they die, with popular use. The fact that an institution or 
individual ventures to define a term does not mean that it will be adopted as proposed2, but it 
will merely add to the multitude of voices that collectively generate a definition whose limits are 
often blurry. These limits will be continually tested as new technologies take hold, new 
applications are developed, and current assumptions change. This will expand or transform the 
meaning of existing terms, and also open the stage for new terms to emerge. Ironically, this is 
how the buzz-word “user-generated content” 3 gained popularity, making the definition of the 
term UGC a perfect example of UGC. 
 
When trying to discuss the definition of this new form of production where individuals are 
creating media content and distributing en masse, we must consider the context in which this is 
happening and how this context is changing. First, this new form of production is being 
identified as opposed to an established form of mass-media production. Case in point, 
Wikipedia’s definition of UGC states:  
 

“User generated content (UGC), also known as Consumer Generated Media 
(CGM) [1] or User created Content (UCC) [2], refers to various kinds of media 
content that are produced by end-users, (as opposed to traditional media 
producers such as professional writers, publishers, journalists, licensed 
broadcasters and production companies” 

 
But when that opposition is in question, the term itself  (in this case “user-generated content”) 
becomes a subject of controversy. For example, many bloggers challenge --in practice and in 

                                                
1 In the Wealth of Networks, Yochai Blenker (MIT Press 2006, pg 1) Proposes we are in an economy of information where 
we are seeing a “radical change in the organization of information production”. 
2 Based on Steven Pinkler, “Coming to terms thinking about how words get made can challenge some our fundamental 
assumptions” Los Angeles Times, Sept 30, 2007 pg M.1 and Gorlick, Adam “Choosing your words” The Bekshire Eagle, Sept 
16, 2007 Sect: State 
3 Solomon Rothman refers to UGC as a neologism in his article “User Generated Content – Accurate Not Insult” 
http://www.activepro.com/activepro-38-20070102UserGeneratedContentAccurateNotInsult.html (accessed Sept, 30, 
2007) and Wikipedia claims the term became popular in 2005. Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User-
generated_content (accessed 18:21, Sep, 29, 2007)  
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dialogue-- the notion that traditional media is the legitimate/reliable entity for masses to 
consume information and entertainment. Hence, bloggers like Scott Karp4 have expressed their 
displeasure with the word “users” because of what he perceives to be its implied meaning: 
 

In most cases “users” in Media 2.0 are defined as the “people formerly known as the 
audience” or the “users” of Web 2.0 applications, including social networking sites like 
MySpace. The problem is that “users” are defined in opposition to “publishers” — as if 
people who create “blogs” are still in some lesser, “other” category, below and apart 
from traditional publishers like, uh, Yahoo. [Scott Karp, The Blog Herald 12/27/2007] 

 
Second, some of terms that are used in relation to UGC are in flux as well, making it difficult to 
find the limits of what constitutes UGC. Such is the case of what we consider  a “professional” 
and “amateur”. Mirriam-Webster Dictionary defines amateurs as “one who engages in a pursuit, 
study, science, or sport as a pastime rather than as a profession.”  But some people are making 
enough money blogging to quit their jobs and become “full-time professional bloggers.” Are 
they then considered amateurs or professionals?  Are they different than “professional” 
journalists and writers? Furthermore, these entities do not work in isolation; firms are using 
consumers to create commercials (e.g. Home Depot, Chevy Tahoe). CNN is using people to 
enhance their news (iReport section on cnn.com).  Finally, individuals may not fit a static 
classification either. A professional journalist can create an “amateur” award-winning 
documentary and then sell it to Discovery Channel and also post it on YouTube -- for free. So, if 
these terms can no longer represent the context of who is actually producing content, we cannot 
address the questions around rights of ownership and distribution that are so fundamental to in 
our economy5.  
 
Dynamics such as the above mentioned are part of the challenge in defining UGC. In order for 
this term to be valid we will need to: (a) expand our assumptions behind the meaning (i.e. it 
doesn’t matter whether that user is a professional or an amateur or both, the term user is generic 
enough); (b) gain specificity, (i.e. UGC only refers non-profit content production); or (c) give 
way to new terms that may better encompass the changing nature of this form of production (i.e. 
social production, non market production, independent content, etc).  
 
In conclusion, the term “User-Generated Content,” loosely refers to “various kinds of media 
content that are produced by end-users, (as opposed to traditional media producers such as 
professional writers, publishers, journalists, licensed broadcasters and production companies).”6 
But because the social, economic and legal context is in flux, the term needs to gain specificity or 
accommodate new assumptions. And while we are unable to accurately predict how this context 
will change, we still need to create a common understanding of what it is in order to discuss it 
and evaluate its impact. Therefore, it is worth examining the alternatives within the term “UGC,” 
as well as explore other terms, but it should not be considered the last word on the subject. That 
would ignore the UGC spirit of UGC. 
 
                                                
4 Karp calls himself Editor and Publisher2.0, instead of blogger in his LinkedIn Profile. LinkedIn 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/scottkarp (accessed Sept, 30 2007) 
5 See some examples of this in Jenkins, Henry Convergence culture: where old and new media collide, New York University 
Press 2006. Chapter 4  
6 Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User-generated_content (accessed 18:21, Sep, 29, 2007)  


